### Classroom Supply List 2023-2024

#### INFANTS
- Bottles (filled, dated & labeled with full name)
- Supply of preferred diapers
- Supply of preferred wipes
- Topical Non-Prescription Medications
- Pacifier (if used - labeled with full name)
- Extra set of clothes (labeled)
- Infant toothbrush with cover (labeled with full name)
- 2 boxes of tissues
- 1 container of disinfectant spray
- Age-appropriate shoes for outside time
- Optional: one favorite book to donate

#### YOUNG TODDLERS
- Supply of preferred diapers
- Supply of preferred wipes
- Topical Non-Prescription Medications
- Pacifier (if used - labeled with full name)
- Extra set of clothes (labeled)
- Thin blanket, pillow and/or lovey
- Toothbrush with cover and age-appropriate toothpaste (labeled with full name)
- 2 boxes of tissues
- 1 container of disinfectant spray
- Age-appropriate shoes for outside time
- Optional: one favorite book to donate

#### OLDER TODDLERS
- Supply of preferred diapers
- Supply of preferred wipes
- Topical Non-Prescription Medications
- Pacifier (if used - labeled with full name)
- Extra set of clothes (labeled)
- Thin blanket, pillow and/or lovey
- Toothbrush with cover and age-appropriate toothpaste (labeled with full name)
- 2 boxes of tissues
- 1 container of disinfectant spray
- Age-appropriate shoes for outside time
- Optional: one favorite book to donate

#### PRE-SCHOOL

#### PRE-KINDERGARTEN
- 1 container of baby wipes
- Topical Non-Prescription Medications
- Extra set of clothes (labeled)
- Thin blanket, pillow and/or lovey
- Toothbrush with cover and age-appropriate toothpaste (labeled with full name)
- 2 boxes of tissues
- 1 container of disinfectant spray
- Dishwasher safe water bottle (labeled with full name)
- Age-appropriate shoes for outside time
- Optional: one favorite book to donate

#### YOUNG 5s
- 1 container of baby wipes
- Topical Non-Prescription Medications
- 2 boxes of tissues
- 1 container of disinfectant spray
- Dishwasher safe water bottle (labeled with full name)
- Backpack with:
  - Extra set of clothes (labeled)
  - Toothbrush with cover and age-appropriate toothpaste (labeled with full name)
  - Letter size folder with pockets (labeled)
- Age-appropriate shoes for outside time
- Optional: one favorite book to donate